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About This Game

Aurora, a young girl from 1895 Austria, awakens on the lost fairytale continent of Lemuria. To return home she must fight
against the dark creatures of the Queen of the Night, who have stolen the sun, the moon and the stars. At stake is not only

Lemuria, but Aurora’s true destiny.

Key Features

An Adventure Waits!
Created by a talented team at Ubisoft Montreal using the UbiArt Framework, Child of Light is an RPG inspired by fairy tales

complemented with a story carefully crafted in verse and rhyme. Step into a living painting, the breathtaking scenery of Lemuria
is an invitation to explore a long lost world.

Enter the World of Lemuria
Across your journey through Lemuria you will encounter many eccentric creatures, from spirits of the forest to talking mice to

wicked witches and evil sea serpents. Discover a vast land with iconic locations and exciting dungeons that will evolve as Aurora
regains the stolen lights.

Fight the Dark
Battle enemies using an Active-Time Battle System alongside the firefly Igniculus and other members of Aurora’s party on their
quest to recover the sun, the moon and the stars. Beat your enemies using a deep party system and the varied skill trees of your

party. Play with a friend as both Aurora and Igniculus using the seamless drop-in drop-out cooperative multiplayer.
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Title: Child of Light
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Ubisoft Montréal
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8/8.1 (32/64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo E8200 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X2 240 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD2900 XT (512MB VRAM with Shader Model 4.0 or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard and mouse required, optional Microsoft XBOX360 controller or compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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GAME IS AWESOME BUT DEVS NEED TO FOCUS ON WINDOWS 10 CRASHING! they give two
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s
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****I guess Devs do give 2 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s. Game is working fine on windows 10 now. No random crashing as of
yet. Why the ♥♥♥♥ did I buy this, what was 15 year old me thinking.... A teddy bear comes to life at night and conspires with
his fellow toys to steal cake ingredients and trap puppies in boxes.

Poor Kayla has enough on her plate, what with her neglectful parents not even bothering to throw her a Birthday party, but the
sinister forces that pervade the house are intent on giving Kayla a Birthday she'll never forget...

. At 1.99 its 28c per achievement.. a suprising refresher.

There are better arcade air combat games out there, but not many. There's defintiely better air combat sims , so if you are
looking for a sim style game go else where. This one does offer excellent arcade style air combat.

The good:

Fun easy to pick up game play.
Tons of single player missions that vary in length.
Nice mission variety.
its got top secret jets in ww 2!

the bad

Story seems implausible at times. The main character is a woman (no offence ladies) but durring WW2 I doubt there were any
lady pilots seeing combat.
Some of the missions seem a bit short.
The aformentioned top secret jet planes are not unlocked till you are near the end of the game.
Feels like a "poor man's" Blazing angels at times.
The graphics are good but not great for this kind of game.
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That said i'd give this game a 70% overall. it is a lot of fun especially if you like air plane games that are of the arcade variety
like Blazing angels. BUT if you haven't played blazing angels 1 or 2 yet i'd recommend them first before you dive into this
game. (I played blazing angels on xbox 360 but you can get both of them on steam as well).. i didnt like this
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Why play FIFA when you have World Of Soccer. Bought this game after watched it on Get Indie Gaming, and this game is
really good ��

The humour and the story are top-notch! Not to mention the gameplay and puzzles and some characters are likable, do yourself
a favor and play this game, even you are not a fan of click-and-point game like myself and/or looking for some fresh game and
not your usual thing. Fun game. Reminds a bit of don't starve, though more linear. A lot of stuff to kill, find and craft. Large
world to explore.

Two things I don't like so much:
- Inventory Management. There's limited inventory but you can't build storage, only use pre-existing storage. So you have to
spread your stuff all around the world and its a hassle that's not fun or challenging. Unlimited inventory may work better here,
or at least unlimited inventory in the containers you find in the world.
- Combat is a bit clunky. The shield ability, for example, has such a long delay before/after that is just unusable in combat. A lot
of attacks are long and you can't abort in the middle to dodge, so its basically a stats game and less skill. Which would be fine
except that there are shield, dodge, and fast enemies, which make it a bit frustrating.

All in all, I do recommend the game. The two hassles should be fixed to make this game great, but even as it is I enjoyed it for
many hours.. I have never left a Steam Review before... But I felt I had to reach out and do it for this game.

At a glance, one might assume that this was one of those quickly shoveled together fad games. Produced either as an ironic joke,
or a cash grab. -- This is _so_ not the case with Broken Reality, and it's absolutely ironic because the game's aesthetic is of the
vaporwave culture, which in itself is a broken reflection of our cash grab society. You wouldn't think a game with such vapid
goals as "Get Likes" and clicking on Ads would hold your attention and interest for very long... But "Broken Reality" is
masterfully aware of what it is, and how to present itself.

Everything just seems to work. It's a somewhat abstract scenario, presented in bits and pieces, but you always have just enough
information, and plenty of freedom, to find new characters and goals. New mechanics are introduced just at the right time to
keep it fresh, and your goals are lofty enough to be a challenge, but never feel too distant to accomplish. I managed to play
through the entire game, enjoying every second of it, while only hitting the web for help once, and I think that says a lot about
the approachability and intuitive nature of most of the game. I've seen posts online about glitches, but I think they were all
patched out by the time I purchased it, because I never had a problem. So, the core game mechanics are there, exploring is fun,
collecting is fun, the shopping minigame is fun, the points that matter are there.

Now onto the icing on the cake. The art style is fantastic. I was hooked from the moment I stepped ashore and saw oldschool E-
mail icons sprout wings and flutter away like a flock of gulls. The vaporwave environments, the PS1/N64 low poly weirdo
characters, the animated gifs, the deliberate artifacting and vibrating, and of course the awesome parody items for sale. All this
set to an engulfing soundtrack that makes you nostalgic for a 199X time that never quite existed the way people seem to think.
A Broken Reality of its own, if you will. The environments are great, from the artificial happiness and palm planters of
mallscapes to a hyper commercialized Blade Runner asthetic, everything works. The game even manages to throw a curve ball
near the end, with an environment that hasn't seen the floor buffing machine in awhile, and even then, it all manages to work as
a cohesive whole.

I absolutely loved this game, and would gladly contribute to a sequel somehow.. Great classic. They did a good job porting this
to more recent operation systems.. Game is really enjoyable so far! Its got a nice rpg shooter feel to it like alien/zombie shooter
which is nice for a new feel to an old classic franchise. Granted its got quite a bit bugs and some game crashing ones but for an
early beta it is wonderful to work with for what its got so far. It still needs a bit of work and some kinks worked out but it shows
much promise and its off to a great start!. wait what happened again. I think the creators didn`t expect themselves that this game
became so popular… After the 45th level, we see terrible drawbacks, mainly connected with mechanical troubles. But in
general, not bad!
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